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te<i scientist and teacher, has written Junior Science for High 
fvrnLf?in tSJn * 1? ^ s,ty.le that 18 simple, direct and forceful. Philosophic discussion is i tecIJnical terms and mathematical formulae are reduced to a minimum, ine userul facts of science are presented in an interesting scientific manner, 
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 inetllod of Presenting knowledge used in this book is unlaue. Each 
and stirnulates1 'his0thought8 a 1,^oblen,' which immediately arouses the pupil's interest 
• ^
le
 text is exceptionally practical in both content and presentation. The author'q aim m to stimulate interest in common, phenomena, and show the usefulness of science in its innumerable applications to everyday living. useiuiness 01 science 
neithe^hemil^^hysica? glfgra^h^no^Molog^y^t cove^TaU fhe^cfencl^lnd 
The mechanleal features of this book are excellent. The nage is lare-e 
on.V 6 p 18 important ideas are emphasized in heavy black t|pc, with Itmer us diagrams, an excellent summary nd a list of review questions numer- A Laboratory Manual, suggesting many interesting problems, selected from our 
everyday experiences, follows the course of the text. These experiments can be ?oWert 
teria^apparTtus t"' aPparatus- There are suggestions to teachers, list of ma? 
pupils^dese'rve"the'be'st.®c'ence aPP™aohes the Ideal in a beginner's text book. Tour 
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